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Annotations.
"Ne quid nimis."

THE DANGERS OF ELECTRIC MAINS.

WE have received a copy of the return made to an order
of the House of Commons containing the report of inquiries, 

I

held by Major Cardew by direction of the Board of Trade,
into the circumstances attending certain accidents in con-
nexion with the electric light mains in the City and the
Euston-road. In regard to the explosion in Budge-row, 

I

Cannon-street, Major Cardew considers that the Electric

Light Company’and their officers and employ 6 were to blame
for want of judgment, carelessness, and inattention to the
regulations imposed by the Board of Trade. To begin
with, the inexcusable blunder was committed of charging
one main under the impression that it was another, the
consequences of which (the pressure being enormous)
might easily have proved fatal. Then it appears that there

was no provision made by which mains when subjected
to an excessive current could be cut out of the cir-

cuit automatically. Again, the use of indicators to

show the disturbance of potentials with regard to the
earth and the rush of current through the mains
affected might have prevented a breakdown, or at least

shortened the duration of such dangerous conditions.
Then come the important questions as to why it was that
the street surface could become so dangerously charged in
consequence of any defect in the mains-as in the case of

Budge-row-to kill a horse ; as to why the high-pressure
main in the street box was not enclosed in strong metal
casing efficiently connected to the earth in accordance with
the regulations of the Board of Trade under the Electric
Lighting Acts, 1882 and 1888; and, lastly, as to why the
accumulation of gas to which the company attributes the

explosion was allowed to take place, when they themselves
proved gas to exist in a neighbouring street box. These points
are dealt with at some length in the report, and the proper
preventive lines are suggested, which, if thoroughly carried
out, should remove any farther cause of anxiety as regards
the public safety. Refeniag to the St. Pancras explosion,
Major Cardew, in view of the evidence placed before him
and of his own investigations, is of the opinion that
the explosions were caused by the firing of a mixture
of coal gas and air by an electric spark. It appears
that some days after the explosion a four-inch gas
main was found to be leaking in a position about eighty
yards from the electric light conduit. There is reason to

believe that this gas, assisted by the small amount of heat
produced by the current in the electric mains, would per-
colate along the channels of both mains, which are con-

tiguous, into the boxes. The occurrence of an electric spark
was probably, Major Cardew thinks, a result of the formation
of a salt incrustation on the insulators. This incrustation

probably acts to some extent, it is pointed out, as a conductor,
and if a piece breaks away a small spark would very
likely be caused. The vestry of Sb. Pancras are enjoined to
lose no time in removing the two existing causes of danger
just indicated, and steps should immediately be taken, as was
pointed out in THE LANCET of March 9th, to provide a through
system of ventilation or means for the immediate escape of
gas from their conduits and street boxes, and they should
reduce the empty space available for accumulation of gas in
their street boxes as far as possible, and should carefully
guard against the dangerous formation of an incrustation
of salts on the insulators of the negative main by frequent
inspection and by protecting the insulators against drip from
the condensation of moisture on the iron lids of the street
boxes. What has become of the sodium theory said to have

been put forward by Major Cardew, to which we alluded h
the article just referred to ? In the present report we find no
mention of it. 

___

"A CURE FOR CANCER."

CERTAIN details published respecting the discovery by a
Bernardine monk in Leicestershire of a reported "cancer
cure " recall the gropinga of medical intelligence in the DiBIk
Ages. It is not a little interesting to see this kind-hearted
man with no prospect of personal gain, but, alas, with as
little knowledge of the character of cancer, using his herbal
decoctions with honest zeal in efforts to soothe his suffering
neighbours. The evident intention is wholly commendable,
Would that we could say as much for its effects. Brother

Philip on one occasion last Jane bruised his hand. A wound
which followed the accident healed slowly, but it did heal at
last under the application of certain herbs which he considered
"would together heal any wound." He believed that his
wound was a cancer, and the thought struck him that

perhaps he had found a cure for this disease. 0 sanota

simplicitas! ! Could anything be more mystic or more misty
than the relation here suggested between premisses un.

explained and a conclusion all assumed ? Brother Philip had
occasion soon after this to treat a woman aged eighty-three
years for what was described by her medical attendant as
" cancer." In four months’ time this had nearly healed,
The question of diagnosis in this case remains an open one,
It is probable that fuller details would expose its fallacy, but
whether this be the case or not, the result claimed for the new
empirical method is in the circumstances not impossible,
Unfortunately by this assertion we destroy the reputed
efficacy of the new remedy. Cancers in the aged,
as is well known, sometimes progress but slowly, and
even at times appear to undergo spontaneous absorp.
tion, and this quite independently of any local applica.
tions. No credence, therefore, can be accorded to the

professed virtues of Brother Philip’s decoctions. His medica.
ments are commendable only in their intent,ion, the friendly
motive of their introducer. They are open to the very
serious objection that they profess far more than can be

believed of them by any properly instructed person. As
" cancer cures " they may safely be dismissed to the limbo
of all such unfounded inventions, and those who may be
tempted to employ them should remember that by so doing

’ 

they lose time which, if not early used for other and more
effective surgical treatment, will cost them their sole chance
I of recovery.

PULEX IRRITANS.

A CORRESPONDENT, writing on behalf of the staff and
habitants of the institution to which he belongs, begs us to
state some means whereby a plague of fleas from which they
are suffering may be put an end to. Such a request is not an
unusual one, and on several occasions correspondents have
suggested remedies. As far as we know, the best and indeed
only effectual means of getting rid of these pests is by
thorough and systematic cleaning. Pulex irritans goes
through its various stages from the egg to the perfect insect in

a period of about a month, and the first thing to do, therefore,
is to thoroughly cleanse all articles likely to form a nidus for
the eggs at periods within a month or before the eggs
burst. Furs, woollen garments, mattresses, pillows,
and all such things, and the various folds and pleats in
our clothes, are frequently chosen as suitable plates for
the deposit of eggs. While linen materials generallp
receive frequent and thorough cleansing, the articles we
have just mentioned are often but imperfectly cleansed,
and herein, in many cases, lies the unsuspected cause

of the plague. As long as the plague lasts blankets
should be washed at least once a fortnight and subjected w


